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In his third novel, A Dance of Moths, Goh explores the
complex lives and human relationships of two men in
modern Singapore.
Brennon Roarke is cursed. Stolen from his family at the
age of sixteen and forced to use his glamour in the
service of Eilé’s most malevolent goddess, Brenn has
little room for warmth in his heart. For seven long years,
he endured hardship and pain, only to escape and find
his parents and sister murdered, his nephew left blind
and broken. With the stain of dark magic on his soul,
Brennon perseveres for the sake of his young ward,
always worrying that one day the evil infecting his spirit
will destroy him for good. Seren is an outcast among her
own kind, ridiculed and ostracized by all but her mother.
Born to the Fahndí tribe of the Weald, Seren’s glamour
allows her to transform into a deer, but it also grants her
the power to heal grave wounds. When she reveals this
gift to her peers, jealousy and hatred drive them to
murder, forcing Seren to either flee or fall victim to their
malice. Taking on her animal form, Seren leaves her old
life behind hoping to find a safe haven in a world that has
only ever offered her hardship. Despite being worlds
apart, Seren and Brennon are brought together in a
single life-altering moment. When the doe Brenn shoots
turns into a young woman before his very eyes, he has
no choice but to bring her home with the hope that she’ll
recover. What he doesn’t realize, however, is that Seren
is quite capable of healing herself with glamour that may
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be able to cure his wounds as well, and not only the
ones that run skin deep.
"Hearing those stories through your eyes went straight to
my core" Rebecca Rosenblat, B.Sc. Hons(Psych) Cert
LC, ADL,EFT. Psychotherapist, Relationship & Sexuality
Therapist, Tv Host, Media Personality, Author
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Musaicum Books presents to you this unique collection,
designed and formatted to the highest digital standards
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and adjusted for readability on all devices. Content:
Supernatural Horror in Literature by H. P. Lovecraft
Edgar Allan Poe: The Tell-Tale Heart The Murders in the
Rue Morgue… Bram Stoker: Dracula The Jewel of Seven
Stars… Mary Shelley: Frankenstein The Mortal Immortal…
Gaston Leroux: The Phantom of the Opera Washington
Irving: The Legend of Sleepy Hollow Rip Van Winkle… H.
P. Lovecraft: The Call of Cthulhu The Dunwich Horror…
Henry James: The Turn of the Screw… Arthur Conan
Doyle: The Hound of the Baskervilles… Robert Louis
Stevenson: Strange Case of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde… H.
G. Wells: The Island of Doctor Moreau Matthew Gregory
Lewis: The Monk Ann Radcliffe: The Mysteries of
Udolpho Wilkie Collins: The Woman in White The
Haunted Hotel The Dead Secret… Charles Dickens: The
Mystery of Edwin Drood The Hanged Man's Bride The
Haunted House… Oscar Wilde: The Picture of Dorian
Gray… Richard Marsh: The Beetle Joseph Sheridan Le
Fanu: Carmilla Uncle Silas… Nikolai Gogol: Dead Souls…
Rudyard Kipling: The Phantom Rickshaw… James
Malcolm Rymer: Sweeney Todd, the Demon Barber of
Fleet Street Robert E. Howard: Cthulhu Mythos The
Weird Menace Stories… M. R. James: Ghost Stories of
an Antiquary A Thin Ghost and Others John Meade
Falkner: The Nebuly Coat The Lost Stradivarius
Nathaniel Hawthorne: Rappaccini's Daughter The Birth
Mark… Lucy Maud Montgomery: The Closed Door The
Red Room… Edith Nesbit: The Ebony Frame From the
Dead Jane Austen: Northanger Abbey Charlotte Brontë:
Jane Eyre Emily Brontë: Wuthering Heights Mary Louisa
Molesworth: The Shadow in the Moonlight… John
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Buchan: The Wind in the Portico Witch Wood Cleveland
Moffett: The Mysterious Card Possessed George W. M.
Reynolds: Wagner, the Wehr-Wolf Lafcadio Hearn: A
Ghost… Jerome K. Jerome: Told After Supper Catherine
Crowe: Ghosts and Family Legends H. H. Munro: The
Wolves of Cernogratz
He will do whatever it takes to defeat his family's
curse…including save the woman meant to destroy him.
????? "Exciting, fun, romantic and passionate
personified!!!!!" Joyce (Amazon Review) Cursed to die
for a choice his ancestor made, Ian Fitzgerald has spent
six hundred years fighting the curse and trying to restore
honor to his family's name. But his time to die has finally
come, and his doom is in the guise of the one woman he
cannot walk away from: his soul mate. Or is she really
who she seems? Light and darkness, shadows and
death, reality and illusions swirl around Ian as the curse
hauls him relentlessly toward his own demise. Desperate
to survive, Ian fights ruthlessly to uncover the truth about
the mysterious, beautiful woman who has died in his
arms already…twice. Can she save him, or will she be the
final key to the destruction of everything he has fought to
protect? ***FOREVER IN DARKNESS is a short novella
which ends on a cliffhanger. It sets up critical events for
the next two Order of the Blade books.*** ????? "This
one was super intense. I'm giddy with excitement."
Patricia (Amazon Review) ????? "Riveting." Patricia
(Amazon Review) ????? "This book has me on the edge
of my seat." Amazon Review ????? "Loved this whole
series, the writing, the characters, the story line all were
excellent." (Amazon Review) ????? "I think Ian might be
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my favorite Order of the Blade warrior because we only
know his as being kind of broken up until this point. I
loved this little snippet into him and his story. Made me
even more eager for his full story to come out!" ~
LittleTex22 (Amazon Review) ????? "Yes I'm hooked!
Excellent snippet of Ian's story! I'm on to the next book!!
Super excited. This series has caused me to have a
serious read-a-thon! ??" ~Mariah (Amazon Review)
????? "This book has me on the edge of my seat waiting
for the next to come out. I HAVE to find out what
happens next. I love the whole series. But this is a teaser
that makes it hard to wait. Stephanie Rowe is genius."
~Amazon Review ????? "I am totally addicted to this
author and this series. I think I read every book in this
series in a week. They were awesome!!! These books
left me hungry for more!!!" ~ cccmmmsss (Amazon
Review) ????? "I have read very few novellas that left me
as satisfied as this one." ~H Collins (Amazon Review)
????? "I knew Ian wouldn't be left out! This is going to be
a fascinating story when it fully unfolds. You gotta read it
before you read book 5." ~ Keri D (Amazon Review)
????? "This series is amazing. A really really good read! I
have read the whole series it keeps you hanging,
begging for more." ~SuzAnna (Amazon Review) ABOUT
THE AUTHOR: New York Times and USA Today
bestselling author Stephanie Rowe is the 2018 winner of
the RITA® Award for Best Paranormal Romance, as well
as a five-time nominee. She is also a 2021 Vivian®
Award nominee. For more information on Stephanie and
her books, visit her on the web at
www.stephanierowe.com.
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Traditional Chinese edition of a science fiction Midnight
Robber. Tan Tan and her family ran away to the planet
of Toussaint after her father committed a crime. But now
she is forced to be a Robber Queen! In Chinese.
Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
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???? ????????????????????????? ?????????? ?
2017????????Indie Next List???? ?
2017????????Indies Introduce???? ? ??????
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A month to decide whether to follow the ancient
path. In Wilde Grove, the wheel is turning, and the
veil between the worlds is thinning. Having had just a
few weeks to decide whether to take up the mantle
of her inheritance in Wilde Grove, Erin is now
beginning her training in the ways of magic and
walking the path of the old gods. Her family thinks
she’s crazy. Her family thinks Wilde Grove is a cult.
But Erin is discovering that magic is real, and
learning to control it will be the difference between
rescuing her own past self stuck in a desperate
initiation, or being doomed to live there too. And then
there’s the mess the present world is in – where
does magic fit there? Can something so ancient and
wild actually be the answer? The Belonging is the
second book in the Wilde Grove series, following on
from The Gathering. Like stories about the
Otherworld and magic? You’ll love this series written
by real-life Spiritworker and Druid Katherine Genet.
A Diverse Gathering is a series of short stories that
touch on many themes. Explore horror as a man
losses his mind in Prior to my madness Read about
the decision to end another s life, in Murder . Come
into a small town that has a mysteries scream in
12:01. Find out what a schizophrenic experiences in
A case of madness. See a long night in the life of a
man of the cloth in Monk. See an elderly woman
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confront her solitude in Longing. Find out what
happens to a guitarist when he sells his soul, then
breaks the deal at the last minute in 20 Years. There
are thirty one tales in all.
I've always felt like an outsider. Until my eighteenth
birthday, I didn't know how true that was. First, I
started seeing strange things. Then, the tips of my
ears began to shift. Now, even touching something
made of iron makes me sick. Am I losing my
mind?When four mysterious fae males corner me in
the street, they bring terrifying news: I'm not human.
I'm a changeling, a fae swapped at birth. Under their
powerful yet infuriating guidance, I return to
Otherworld to train at their academy and determine
to which of the four faerie courts I belong. But there's
something much more dangerous than the four fae
vying for my attention. And if I don't unravel the fae's
secrets, none of the changelings will survive.
Including me.A Dance with Darkness is the first book
in a new spellbinding reverse harem fantasy series.
Light is changing, dramatically. Our world is getting
brighter – you can see it from space. But is brighter
always better?Artificial light is voracious and
spreading. Vanquishing precious darkness across
the planet, when we are supposed to be using less
energy. The quality of light has altered as well.
Technology and legislation have crushed warm
incandescent lighting in favour of harsher, often
glaring alternatives. Light is fundamental – it really
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matters. It interacts with life in profound yet subtle
ways: it tells plants which way to grow, birds where
to fly and coral when to spawn. It tells each and
every one of us when to sleep, wake, eat. We mess
with the eternal rhythm of dawn-day-dusk-night at
our peril. But mess with it we have, and we still don’t
truly understand the consequences. InIncandescent,
journalist Anna Levin reveals her own fraught
relationship with changes in lighting, and she
explores its real impact on nature, our built
environment, health and psychological well-being.
We need to talk about light, urgently. And ask the
critical question: just how bright is our future?
I Send a Voice is the gripping, first person account of
what happens inside a Native American Sweat
Lodge. Evelyn Eaton writes of her resolve to become
worthy of participating in a Sweat Lodge healing
ritual. She undergoes tests and ordeals inside and
outside of the Lodge following the spiritual path to
learn the shamanic secrets, and eventually daring to
ask for a healing Pipe of her own. This classic book
remains one of the definitive accounts of the training
and work of a Pipe-carrier and provides a unique
insight into Native American culture and their sacred
and esoteric rites. It will be essential reading for
everyone with an interest in Native American culture,
shamanic rituals or holistic healing.
Suimei finally has his base set up, new housemate
and all, and is primed to devote himself to his
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research in trying to find a way back home. But
things are never that simple for our hard-luck antihero from another world. There’s still a shadow on
the loose in the city and an unfinished duel with a
real hero to settle, but to make matters worse,
someone new seems to have taken an interest in
Suimei and his affairs. Meanwhile, Reiji and the
others continue their own quest to save the world,
which may take an unexpected turn.
????????????????.???????????????????,?????????????
??,??????????.????????????????,????????.????????,??
?????????????,????????,??????????.?????????????,???
????????????.
Suimei continues on his journey to Nelferia with Lefille.
He has to add her new "problem" to his to-do list, but it
won't be the only thing he's worried about by the time
they get there. Meanwhile, where have Reiji, Mizuki, and
Titania made it?
???????????.
The historiography of African religions and religions in
Africa presents a remarkable shift from the study of
'Africa as Object' to 'Africa as Subject', thus translating
the subject from obscurity into the global community of
the academic study of religion. This book presents a
unique multidisciplinary exploration of African traditions
in the study of religion in Africa and the new African
diaspora. The book is structured under three main
sections - Emerging trends in the teaching of African
Religions; Indigenous Thought and Spirituality; and
Christianity, Hinduism and Islam. Contributors drawn
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from diverse African and global contexts situate current
scholarly traditions of the study of African religions within
the purview of academic encounter and exchanges with
non-African scholars and non-African contexts. African
scholars enrich the study of religions from their
respective academic and methodological orientations.
Jacob Kehinde Olupona stands out as a pioneer in the
socio-scientific interpretation of African indigenous
religion and religions in Africa. This book is to his honour
and marks his immense contribution to an emerging field
of study and research.
A TALE OF OBSESSION, DESIRE... AND BLOOD For
her vampire lover Karl, Charlotte has forsaken her
human life. She thought their bond would last for eternity
- until Karl’s former flame, the seductively beautiful
Katerina, is rescued from the depths of the Weisskalt.
Now she wants to reclaim her life... and Karl. In despair,
Charlotte turns to the prima ballerina Violette Lenoir, an
ice maiden who only thaws when she dances. Charlotte
is fascinated as she has been by no other human, but
her obsession unleashes a far darker threat than the
vampires could ever have imagined... Praise for A Taste
of Blood Wine: “A really splendid read... Freda
Warrington is like a cross between Anne Rice and Kim
Newman - she has the sweep of one, the cleverness of
the other.” Starburst “The author’s take on vampire
myth is both original and breathtaking... Eminently
readable, absorbing, and all-round brilliant.” The British
Fantasy Society
Mike O’Leary has been a professional storyteller for 25
years and his post-fairy tale vividly knits together the
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knuckers, hags, wisht hounds and dragons of folklore
with more contemporary concerns of roadkill, hitchhiking, migration and abuse.
Diane Glancy sees books as being akin to maps, and
often finds the Native American voices she writes about
as she travels. Once, when driving through western
Nevada, she stopped at Grant Mountain and Walker
Lake, where the Ghost Dance began and still lives.
There she found inspiration for The Dance Partner, this
outstanding collection of short stories that begins in the
present, jumps back to the time of the Ghost Dance,
goes further back to the Sioux Uprising, and then moves
forward again across 117 years of Plains Indian history.
The Ghost Dance was a late 19th-century phenomenon
among Native American groups in the West. Followers
believed that whites would disappear and that the
"oldways of living" would return. In fact, Glancy's stories
form a kind of Ghost Dance, circling what is with what
was and will be. History is not in the past at all, but has a
presence in the present in a way that transforms the
future. In a culture where much has been erased,
forgotten, or lost, the fragments of what is known are
woven with the possibilities of what could have been in a
technique that is called ghosting. Ghosting in writing
presents voices that might have been alongside voices
known to have been. Glancy takes the words of Native
Americans, Porcupine and Kicking Bear, along with
those of ethnologist James Mooney, and adds imagined
voices. The past roams into the present. History comes
down the road in many vehicles, out of chronological
order, carnival trucks with different rides, each setting up
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unreality in funhouse mirrors that distort them into new
ways of seeing is true. Glancy writes from a historical
perspective and the imagination of what could have
been. In the end, the Ghost Dance symbolizes the
possibility of a rewritten life.
Traces the mythology, superstitions, and events that
influenced the creation of the modern calendar,
discussing such facts as the explanations behind the
names of the days of the week and the origins of the
Easter Bunny.
A Dance with Darkness
Introduces the mindset of the shaman and presents a
view of the patterns of symbolism that underlie all
religions
In this book, the problem of literary character is
investigated in a series of detailed analyses of short
stories by I.S.Turgenev: Bezhin Lea, Mumu, A Journey
into Poles, The Dogand Punin and Baburin. Up until
roughly the 1920's (in Russia: before Formalism), the
approach to character in literary criticism was based on
the implicit assumption that literary character somehow
reflected characters in real life, who were thought to
have a fixed inner essence (psychological and/or
ideological). In post-formalist, structuralist studies, on the
other hand, character as it were dissolved into the textual
fabric of the work. In this book, the basic viewpoint of
structuralist theory of character, namely its exclusively
textual nature, is retained. But in that case, how is the
structure of character in texts of the pre-modernist era to
be described, in which the belief in the existence of an
inner essence in actual as well as in fictional characters
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had hardly yet been shaken? In order to tackle this
problem, the author turns to Roman Jakobson's idea,
taken up and developed by W.Schmid and A.HansenLve, that the meaning of a work of literature is
generated by the interaction of paradigmatic and
syntagmatic mechanisms. The image of character in
Turgenev's stories is the result of devices characteristic
of narrative as well as of verbal art. It is partly created
with the help of leitmotivs that form sequences of
equivalences, and of intertextual references. Thus
(social) representation is supplemented by lyrical and
philosophical overtones. Comparable observations have
been made by V.M.Markovic (1982) on Turgenev's
novels, as well as on those by Puskin, Gogol' and
Lermontov.For the assessment of intra- and intertextual
equivalences it has been found of great importance to
pay more attention than is usually done to folkloric
connotations of details in Turgenev's fictional world.
Thus new layers of meaning can be uncovered in stories
that have been considered well-studied; and a first-ever
interpretation is given of The Dog, a story traditionally
regarded as incomprehensible.
Traditional Chinese edition of Ways to Live Forever. This
eleven-year old boy with leukemia knows how to keep
his memory alive when he knows his time on earth is
limited. An ALA Notable Childrens Books in 2009, this
touching and inspiring story will help Sam live forever. In
Chinese. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
Traditional Chinese edition of Fallen - a youth romance
of a supernatural sort. In Traditional Chinese. Distributed
by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
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Simplified Chinese edition of Midnight Sun
Described as a work of literary genius in which the reader is
led to a place almost beyond the capacities of language, Note
for Note (Another Pentateuch) - Book 1: Plough spoke of the
attempted search for consciousness of primeval being born of
and surrounded by apparent incoherence. Growth, the
second book of Note for Note, explores the self subsumed by
community, separation of self from community, and the
exercising of choice amongst the fragility of a derived or
assumed order that comes under threat. Ranweh, the Keeper
of the Song, prepares to instruct Aimin, the keeper of the
child, who is to be the main performer at the years most
significant ceremony, an event that sanctifies the order that
has been intuited from chaos and apparent incoherence.
Unbeknownst to Ranweh, a taboo has been broken,
contradicting the order that is taken as read, the very order
that the ceremony celebrates. For the first time in living
memory the Protector will not preside over the rites because
he has no choice but to be elsewhere. The events take place
downstream from and some centuries after the events in
Book 1: Plough. Note for Note (Another Pentateuch) - Book 1:
Plough has already been published through i-Universe who
will also publish the other three books, Book 3: Harvest, Book
4: Snow, and Book 5: Scatter. For more information about the
written world of Marcus M Cornelius visit
www.auroranovapublishing.net
Tatiana has always felt there was more to life than a family
and career. Even though she has tried her best to be content,
something is nagging at her edges and invading her
dreamscausing her to question her long-held beliefs. It turns
out her intuition is spot-oneverything is about to change for
Tatiana. During a frigid hunt in the woods, a man suddenly
appears from a thicket. Clad only in a sleeveless shirt and
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jeans, the man stares at Tatiana. Time stops, the woods
quiet, and Tatiana freezes. But as quickly as he appears, he
is gonetaking with him the only life Tatiana has ever known.
For many years, Tatiana has believed that her twin boys died
shortly after birth. But one of the boys lived, thanks to the
supernatural powers bestowed upon him by Betina, a wellrespected witch. Secretly adopted by Betina, Zane has lived
between two worlds his entire life. Past is about to meet
present as an estranged mother and sonone a vampire witch,
the other unaware of her own connection to the supernatural
realmband together to battle dark forces that threaten to
unbalance both the human and The Other World.
????????????·????????“???????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????”?????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????“????”?“????”???????????????????????????????·?
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
Suimei is finally reunited with Hatsumi, but it seems that
demons aren’t all they have to worry about these days. Who
is this mysterious dragonnewt, and what does he want with
the hero? Suimei isn’t willing to let her go without a fight, but
Eanru might not be the only one after her. Meanwhile, Reiji
and his newly expanded group take up their quest to locate a
legendary weapon that might help in the war against the
demons. With enemies all around them, there just might be a
strange new ally on the horizon, too.
Using the Euro-American theoretical framework of
postmodernism, feminism and post-colonialism, this book
analyses the fictional and critical work of four contemporary
Japanese writers; Murakami Haruki, Yoshimoto Banana,
Yoshimoto Takaaki and Karatani Kojin. In addition the author
reconsiders this Euro-American theory by looking back on it
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from the perspective of Japanese literary work. Presenting
outstanding analysis of Japanese intellectuals and writers
who have received little attention in the West, the book also
includes an extensive and comprehensive bibliography
making it essential reading for those studying Japanese
literature, Japanese studies and Japanese thinkers.
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